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Abstra t
In omputational mole ular biology, the aim of restri tion mapping is to lo ate
the restri tion sites of a given enzyme on a DNA mole ule. Double digest and partial
digest are two well-studied te hniques for restri tion mapping. While double digest
is NP- omplete, there is no known polynomial algorithm for partial digest. Another disadvantage of the above te hniques is that there an be multiple solutions for
re onstru tion.
In this paper we study a simple te hnique alled labeled partial digest for restri tion
mapping. We give a fast polynomial time (O(n2 log n) worst- ase) algorithm for nding
all the n sites of a DNA mole ule using this te hnique. An important advantage of
the algorithm is the unique re onstru tion of the DNA mole ule from the digest. The
te hnique is also robust in handling errors in fragment lengths whi h arises in the
laboratory. We give a robust O(n4 ) worst- ase algorithm that an provably tolerate an
absolute error of O(  ) (where  is the minimum inter-site distan e), while giving a
unique re onstru tion. We test our theoreti al results by simulating the performan e
of the algorithm on a real DNA mole ule.
Motivated by the similarity to the labeled partial digest problem, we address a
related problem of interest - the de novo peptide sequen ing problem (Chen et.al,
ACM-SIAM Symposium on Dis rete Algorithms (SODA), 2000) whi h arises in the
re onstru tion of the peptide sequen e of a protein mole ule. We give a simple and efient algorithm for the problem without using dynami programming. The algorithm
runs in time O(k log k), where k is the number of ions and is an improvement over the
algorithm in Chen et.al.
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1 Introdu tion
In omputational mole ular biology the aim of restri tion site mapping is to lo ate the
restri tion sites of a given enzyme on a given DNA mole ule (usually alled the target DNA).
Determining the lo ation of sites from restri tion site data is a diÆ ult algorithmi problem
and has been extensively studied [16, 6, 1℄. See Pevzner's re ent book ([10℄) for an ex ellent
introdu tion to restri tion mapping, where many approa hes are dis ussed.
In the well-known partial digest approa h ([17, 15℄) to restri tion site mapping, we use a
single enzyme to break up the DNA mole ule into fragments of di erent lengths by exposing
the enzyme for di erent time periods. The experiment provides data about all pairwise
distan es between restri tion sites (the error-free ase). Assuming there are n sites in the
DNA mole ule, (the error-free) partial digest approa h is to re onstru t the DNA from the 2
fragments formed by every two uts. This problem is also alled the turnpike re onstru tion
problem
, where we have to re onstru t a set of n points ( ities) on a line given the set of

2 distan es between them. It should be made lear that the orresponden es between
the distan es and point pairs are not known and the entire diÆ ulty of the re onstru tion
problem is to dedu e su h labeling information.
In restri tion mapping, we have to deal with errors in fragment lengths whi h arises in
the laboratory. A simple ba ktra king algorithm was proposed by Skiena et.al[14℄ whose
running time an be exponential (in n, the number of sites) in the worst ase. However,
assuming that the fragment lengths are drawn from a ertain probability distribution they
showed that the algorithm runs in time O(n3) time with high probability while tolerating a
relative error of O(1=n2) in fragment lengths.
A major disadvantage of the partial digest approa h is the large number of1possible solutions. Skiena et.al [14℄ show that the number of possible solutions is between 2 n0 8107144 and
1 1 2324827 where n is the number of sites. In the presen e of errors in fragment lengths, the
2n
number of possible solutions typi ally in reases even more, posing a signi ant algorithmi
problem. Hen e, it is essential for a restri tion mapping te hnique to have a very small
number of solutions.
In this paper we study a new te hnique for onstru ting restri tion maps whi h is a simple
modi ation of partial digest. Our te hnique admits a fast polynomial time algorithm and
gives a unique re onstru tion, even under the presen e of errors. In labeled partial digest, we
will label both the ends of the DNA mole ule by using radioa tive labeling. Radio-labeling
both ends of a double stranded DNA is a standard and easy laboratory te hnique in mole ular
biology. One standard method is radio-labeling of the 5' ends of the double stranded DNA
with radioa tive phosphate ( 32 [P ℄) [12℄.
We make a remark about the labeling of the ends of the DNA mole ule. The re onstru tion problem be omes trivial if we manage to label just one end of the DNA mole ule. But
labeling just one end has many laboratory diÆ ulties asso iated with it, espe ially if we are
nding restri tion sites in large DNA mole ules [12℄. The diÆ ulty of left-right orientation
due to symmetry of a double stranded DNA 1 also arises in opti al mapping [13℄ reating a
basi ombinatorial problem [8℄ .
We rst show that the new approa h (of labeling both ends) leads to a polynomial time
algorithm for re onstru tion from an error-free partial digest. An important advantage is
n
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that there is only a unique solution under this te hnique as opposed to exponential number
in double digest and a polynomial number in partial digest. This gives on den e in re onstru tion. Another advantage of this te hnique is that it is quite robust to errors in lengths,
a ommon situation whi h arises in the laboratory.
Motivated by the similarity to the labeled partial digest problem, we also address a
related problem of re ent interest: the de novo peptide sequen ing problem whi h arises in
the problem of re onstru ting the amino a id (or the peptide) sequen e of a protein (Chen
et.al [3℄). We give a simple and eÆ ient algorithm for the problem without using dynami
programming. Our algorithm, whi h is similar in spirit to our error-free labeled partial digest
algorithm, runs in time O(k log k), where k is the number of ions and is an improvement
over the best algorithm in Chen et.al whi h takes O(k2) time.
The paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2, we des ribe the partial digest te hnique
and the labeling of the DNA mole ule. We also brie y dis uss other approa hes to restri tion
mapping. In se tion 3, we des ribe a fast ((O(n2 log n) time) algorithm for (error-free) labeled
partial digest and analyze its running time. In se tion 4, we analyze the robustness of the
algorithm
to errors in fragment lengths and show that it an tolerate an absolute error limit
of O(  ), where  is the minimum inter-site distan e. In se tion 5, we des ribe our results
on a ba teriophage under simulated experimental onditions. In se tion 6, we give a simple
and eÆ ient algorithm for the de novo peptide sequen ing problem. We on lude with open
problems in se tion 7.
n

2 Ba kground and Previous Work
Restri tion mapping is a well studied problem in omputational biology ([17, 10℄). One of
the rst attempts was the method of double digest ([16℄). However it su ers from serious
omputational problems. Goldstein and Waterman [7℄ showed that it is NP- omplete. Further the number of possible solutions is exponential in the number of sites. Partial digest
was proposed as an alternative te hnique, sin e the maximum number of solutions is smaller
(only polynomial in the number of sites), from a ombinatorial point of view it was thought
to be easier. Nevertheless, it is not known whether partial digest is NP- omplete or not.
Other known approa hes are opti al mapping [13, 8℄ and the probed partial digest mapping
[9℄. See Pevzner [10℄ for a dis ussion of these approa hes and the algorithmi problems
asso iated with them.
We now dis uss the partial digest approa h in more detail. The laboratory pro edure for
partial digest is as follows [15℄. We subje t the target DNA to one restri tion enzyme only
(unlike double digest where we subje t the DNA to two restri tion enzymes), but perform
many experiments on opies of the DNA, varying the time during whi h the enzyme a ts on
ea h opy. By giving more or less time to the enzyme, more or less restri tion sites will be
re ognized, thus yielding fragments of di erent lengths. Fragment lengths are measured by
a standard laboratory te hnique alled gel ele trophoresis. Ideally the experiments should
provide us with at least one fragment for every pair of restri tion sites. We then try to
pinpoint the lo ation of the restri tion sites by analyzing fragment lengths. For example
onsider the target DNA with restri tion sites for a parti ular enzyme as shown in gure
1. An error-free partial digest would result in the following fragment sizes: 3, 11, 17 and
27 (fragment length between the left endpoint and all other sites); 8, 14 and 24 (fragments
between the rst restri tion site and those to its right); 6 and 16 (fragments between the
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Figure 1: An instan e for the partial digest problem
se ond site and those to its right) and 10 (last fragment).
Several kinds of experimental errors may o ur with digestion data. A ommon error
arises due to un ertainty in length measurement. The error an be up to 5% in gel ele trophoresis [12, 10℄. Another error is that some fragments may be missing be ause it is
diÆ ult to digest DNA in su h a way that the uts between every two sites are formed.
These errors an substantially ompli ate the algorithmi problem. In this paper, we fo us
on handling errors that an arise from measuring fragment lengths.
We will now look at some of the algorithms known for partial digest. For the rest of
the paper, we assume that the \parent" fragment has n restri tion sites or markers. For
simpli ity we will assume both endpoints also to be ounted as restri tion sites.
Rosenblatt and Seymour [11℄ gave an elegant pseudo-polynomial algorithm for partial
digest based on fa torization of polynomials. However their algorithm does not generalize to
noisy data. Later Skiena et.al [14℄ proposed a simple ba ktra king algorithm for the error-free
partial digest problem. However this algorithm is not a polynomial time algorithm. Zhang
[19℄ showed that it an take (2 n log n) time in the worst ase.
Skiena and Sundaram [15℄ analyzed the ba ktra king algorithm for the partial digest
problem under the assumption that the lo ation of the sites are hosen a ording to a binomial distribution. They showed that the algorithm runs in O(n3) with high probability.
while tolerating a relative error r = O(1=n2) in the lengths of the fragments. Beyond that
their method be omes infeasible.
Daki [5℄ has re ently proposed polynomial time solutions for ertain lasses of instan es
of the partial digest problem. These in lude the lass of instan es onstru ted by Zhang
[19℄. They also in lude the lass of instan es that have a unique solution and all the the 2
distan es are di erent and on whi h the ba ktra king algorithm ba ktra ks only a onstant
number of steps. The te hnique used is writing a quadrati program for the problem and
then doing a semide nite relaxation.
In this paper we study a new te hnique alled labeled partial digest. In this te hnique we
label both ends of the double stranded DNA before we perform partial digest as outlined
above. Labeling both ends of a double stranded DNA is a routine te hnique in the laboratory
and is easily a omplished. One method is radio-labeling both the 5' ends by a radioa tive
phosphate ( 32 [P ℄). The 5' ends of the DNA mole ule is dephosphorylated (the extra phosphate from the 5' ends are removed) with alkaline phosphatase. Then the DNA is in ubated
in the presen e of T4 polynu leotide kinase and [32 P ℄AT P [12℄. After partial digest by the
restri tion enzyme we measure fragment lengths by gel ele trophoresis as before. However,
the labeling of ends enables us to identify fragments from either end of the DNA (whi h we
all as primary fragments) .
In a re ent work, Blazewi z et.al [2℄ study a variation of the partial digest method similar
in ertain aspe ts to our labeled partial digest approa h. In their method, alled the simpli ed
partial digest method, the target DNA is divided into two sets. All mole ules from the rst
set are ut in at most one site. This is done by properly hosen time spans allowed for the
n
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rea tion. Mole ules from the other set are ut in all restri tion sites by allowing the restri tion
enzyme to a t for a long time. Then, the lengths of restri tion fragments are measured. The
experiment with the rst set is equivalent to labeling - it enables us to identify the primary
fragments. However, the se ond set identi es only those fragments between onse utive sites.
The authors give an exponential time algorithm for the error-free version, based (essentially)
on exhaustive sear h. However, the algorithm is shown to perform well in the average ase.
They also report simulation results on noisy data whi h is superior to those in [15℄. The
main advantage of their method, is its simpli ed experimental pro edure. However, although
their method (like ours) nds the primary fragments, it still su ers the same worst- ase
exponential omplexity as partial digest. Our te hnique is di erent, as we use all the 2
fragments from the partial digest, in addition to knowing the primary fragments. However,
their work has two useful impli ations for our paper. First, their simpler methodology to
nd primary fragments an be used instead of labeling. Se ond, the advantages ited in
handling experimental errors like missing fragments arries over to our method.
We will now introdu e some terminology whi h will be used throughout the paper. We
will all the endpoints of the parent DNA mole ule as end sites and all the other sites as
intermediate.
Assuming that we have an enzyme that an break the segment in all the sites, an error-free
partial digest will produ e 2 fragments. The restri tion site analysis involves re onstru ting
the restri tion sites from the length of the fragments.
We will number the sites (points) as 1; : : : ; n starting from the left end, that is, site i
is identi ed by x , the distan e from the left end. We will assume that x1 = 0 and x = t,
where t is the length of the parent DNA mole ule. Let the lengths
of the fragments form

the distan e (multi-)set D and we will assume that jDj = 2 in the error-free ase. We
refer to the fragments whi h have one endpoint as either the left end or the right end of
the parent DNA mole ule as primary fragments. All other fragments are alled se ondary or
intermediate fragments. We note that there will be 2n 3 primary fragments in the error-free
ase.
The ba ktra king algorithm of Skiena et.al ([14, 15℄) is as follows. The basi idea in
this algorithm is to hoose in ea h \round" the largest remaining primary fragment and
pla ing it rst on the left end (note that there an be only be two hoi es for this fragment).
Suppose we are in round i and let the largest remaining primary fragment be f . If the
derived fragments (in round i, there will be i 1 su h fragment lengths, indu ed by f and
already determined i 1 sites) are in the distan e set D then we ontinue to the next round.
Otherwise we try to pla e f at the right end and try again. If we fail, then we ba ktra k to
the previous round. We refer to Pevzner's book ([10℄) for more details.
n
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3 Labeled Partial Digest
We will onsider the new approa h where we label both ends of the DNA mole ule as
des ribed. We do the partial digest in the laboratory on a number of su h loned DNA
mole ules. The e e t of this is to produ e 2n 3 labeled primary fragments, in addition to
the se ondary fragments. We will devise a new re onstru tion algorithm whi h will make
use of this additional information (i.e., the primary fragments). It is worth noting that
this labeling information does not help in speeding up the greedy ba ktra king algorithm of
Skiena et.al. This is easy to see be ause in ea h \round" of the greedy algorithm we still have
4

the problem of de iding the end for the urrent largest fragment, sin e primary fragments
from both ends are labeled.
The main idea in the new algorithm is to rst identify all omplementary pairs of primary
fragments. The sum of distan es of a omplementary pair of primary fragments will add up
to the length of the parent fragment. There will be n 2 pairs of omplementary primary
fragments, apart from the the largest fragment (between the two end markers) whi h doesn't
form a pair. Noti e that there an be other pairs of fragments whi h might add up to the
length of the parent fragment, but they won't be primary fragments. We an easily identify
the n 2 omplementary fragment pairs be ause these are pre isely the fragments whi h
are labeled. Hen eforth we assume that we have identi ed the omplementary pairs denoted
by set C = f 1; : : : ; 2g. Ea h omplementary pair orresponds to a restri tion site. We
denote the primary fragments of the omplementary pair by (x ; y ), with x  y . By
de nition, x + y = t, where t is the length of the parent fragment. The problem, of ourse, is
to de ide the pla ements of these sites relative to one another. That is, if we treat 1; : : : ; 2
as boolean variables (we abuse notation to denote to be the omplementary pair (x ; y )
as well as the boolean value indi ating where the site orresponding to the pair o urs),
then a value of 0 means that the restri tion site orresponding to this omplementary pair
o urs near the left end, and a value of 1 means that the restri tion side o urs near the
right end. For example onsider the instan e shown in gure 1. The following assignment of
values give a valid solution: (3,24): = 0, (11,16): = 0, (10,17): = 1. For example, for
the pair (10,17) the value of 1 implies that that the smaller fragment (10) is at the right
end and for (3,24) the value of 0 implies that the smaller fragment (3) is at the left end.
Thus an assignment of 0/1 to the variables leads to a omplete re onstru tion of the DNA
mole ule.
First we will give an algorithm for the error-free version of the
 problem. Here we assume
that all the fragment lengths are exa tly known and all the 2 fragments are present.
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3.1

An Algorithm for Error-free Labeled Partial Digest

The algorithm is given in gure 2 . We will step through the algorithm and give a formal
proof of orre tness. In step 1, we determine all the omplementary pairs = (x ; y ); this
is easily done sin e primary fragments are labeled. We pro ess the omplementary pairs
one by one, by non-in reasing order of maxfx ; y g. The site (point) orresponding to a
omplementary pair an be in one of two possible lo ations, towards either the left end or
the right end (unless it is exa tly in the enter, in whi h ase it is trivial). In the ith step
of the for loop, we determine the pla ement of the ith omplementary pair, = (x ; t x ).
We need the following fa ts and de nitions to show how this is done.
By our onvention, x  t=2. By the order in whi h omplementary pairs are pro essed
above, all the sites determined so far lie either in the range [0 : : : x ℄ or in the range [t x : : : t℄.
We will ategorize these sites into two types, symmetri and asymmetri . A site is alled
symmetri if it has a symmetri ounterpart on the other side of the enter (amongst the sites
already pla ed). In other words, the site orresponding to the pair (x; t x) is symmetri
if there is another omplementary pair (x; t x) whi h has already been pla ed. Otherwise
the site is asymmetri . Note that a site that is asymmetri in the urrent step ould be ome
symmetri in the next step when its symmetri ounterpart, if any, gets pla ed. Further,
if a site remains asymmetri for two onse utive steps then it remains asymmetri for the
entire ourse of the algorithm (this follows from the order in whi h omplementary pairs are
i
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Input: set of all fragment lengths D (in
Output: boolean values for ; 1  i  n

luding the marked fragments), n
2 (0 means left end, 1 means right end)
1. Identify all the n 2 omplementary pairs of primary fragments from D .
Remove them from D. (Now D ontains only se ondary fragments)
2. Order the omplementary pairs = (x ; y ) by non-in reasing order of maxfx; y g.
3. Initialize the two endpoints as sites.
(Let t denote the distan e between the two endpoints)
4. for i = 1 to n 2 do
4.1. Let d be the distan e from the asymmetri site a
farthest from the enter, to its nearest endpoint.
Let boolean value z denote the end whi h is nearest to a .
If no su h site exists then d is unde ned.
4.2. if d is unde ned then
= 0 (or 1, it does not matter)
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

4.3. else

Let = maxf g, the maximum distan e in the set D
Let = ( ), where  t=2.
(
)=
=1 z
4.3.4. else if (t x
= z d ) > M then
4.3.5. else ((t x
d ) < M ) output \no solution"
4.4. Dis ard all the distan es from the set D between
and the sites pla ed till now.
4.5. if
is a symmetri site then
(note that is symmetri if its ounterpart also gets xed)
4.5.1. for j = i + 1 to n 2 do
4.5.1.1. Let
= (x ; y ) be a site yet to be pla ed.
4.5.1.2. Dis ard distan es jx
x j and jx y j from D.
(i.e., Dis ard all the distan es from the set D
between and the future site )
4.5.2. endfor
(If any of the distan es are not present in D then no solution exists)
4.3.1.
M
D
4.3.2.
x
;
y
xi
i
i
i
4.3.3. if t xi di
M then
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

j

j

j

i

i

j

i

j

j

5. endfor

Figure 2: Error-Free Labeled Partial Digest Algorithm
pro essed).
To pla e = (x ; t x ), we need to determine the quantity d , whi h is de ned to be the
distan e from the asymmetri site a farthest from the enter, to its nearest endpoint (i.e.,
d is the minimum of the distan e from x1 and x to a ). This is done in step 4.1. Note that
d would be unde ned if all sites pla ed so far are symmetri . In this ase learly it does not
matter where is pla ed. We handle this easy ase in step 4.3, where we give a value of 0
to (pla e it on the left end). The nontrivial ase is when d is de ned. Without loss of
generality assume a is towards the left end. Hen e d is the distan e from the left end to a .
The following lemma makes the pla ement of straightforward.
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Lemma 3.1

Let M be de ned (in step 4.3.1) as in the algorithm given in gure 2. That is,
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b2

a2
0

t
a1

xi

ai

a3

t

t=2

xi

b3

b1

Figure 3: Illustration for proof of lemma 3.1. The omplementary pair (x ; t x ) an be
pla ed at two positions shown as dotted lines. a is the asymmetri site farthest from the
enter (point t=2). Note that all points (a1; a2 ; a3; b1 ; b2; b3 ) whi h are farther away from the
enter are symmetri .
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M is the maximum distan e in D after removing all distan es between sites pla ed so far and

all distan es between symmetri sites pla ed so far and all future sites (in luding ). Then,
if t x d = M , then must be pla ed at t x , i.e. near the right end. Otherwise if
t x d  M then it must be pla ed at x , i.e near the left end. Finally if t x d < M ,
there is no solution.
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See gure 3. M is the largest distan e remaining in set D after we have removed
all distan es between sites pla ed till the (i 1)th round and all the distan es between any
symmetri site pla ed till the (i 1)th round and all future sites to be pla ed (in luding ).
This removal is done in steps 4.4 and 4.5 after we pla e a site in ea h step. In step 4.5, the
distan es an be easily identi ed and dis arded irrespe tive of where the future sites may be
pla ed due to symmetry. There are three ases possible:
t x d = M : We laim that must be pla ed at t x . The reason is as follows. Distan e
M ould be realized by sites in one of the following ategories:
1. Between two already pla ed sites.
2. Between two future sites ( in lusive).
3. Between a future site ( in lusive) and an already pla ed site.
M annot be realized by ategory 1 as these distan es have been removed from D (and
M still remains). M annot be realized by ategory 2 as distan es between these sites
are all at most t 2x < t x d . So M must be realized by ategory 3. M annot
have a site whi h is pro essed prior to a as its endpoint, be ause su h a site would be
a symmetri site (by the de nition of a ) and distan es from this site to all future sites
have been removed from D. M annot be realized by an already pla ed site pro essed
after a and a future site ( in lusive) as these distan es are smaller than M . Thus
the only way M an be realized is by pla ing at t x .
t x d > M : We laim that must be pla ed at x (near the left end). This is be ause
pla ing at t x d ontradi ts the de nition of M being the largest distan e in D.
t x d < M : In this ase there an be no solution as the distan e M an never be realized
sin e all future points (in luding ) must have a distan e smaller than M from a .

Proof:
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3.2

Running Time

3.3

Unique Re onstru tion

The running time of the error-free labeled partial digest algorithm is easy to analyze. Step
1 takes O(n2) time as it involves s anning O(n2) fragments and determining the ones that
are labeled. Step 2 an be done in O(n log n) time by sorting. Steps 4.1, 4.2, 4.3.1 involve
operations of sear hing, deleting and nding a maximum in a set of size O(n2). Steps 4.4
and 4.5 involve O(n) delete operations per round. Ea h operation an be implemented in
O(log n) time (by a balan ed binary tree) and there are a total of O(n2 ) sear h and delete
operations (O(n) per loop), and there are a total of O(n) nd-max operations. Hen e there
are a total of O(n2) operations and the total time is O(n2 log n).
We an show that the re onstru tion is unique up-to lateral inversion.
The labeled partial digest algorithm re onstru ts the sites of the DNA mole ule
in exa tly the same relative fashion, up-to lateral inversion.

Lemma 3.2

We an show this by indu tion on i, the for loop variable in the algorithm. In the ith
step we determine the pla ement of omplementary pair . If has a symmetri ounterpart,
then we note that the relative pla ement of does not matter with respe t to other sites.
On the other hand if is asymmetri then we determine the pla ement of in step 4.3,
where there is only one hoi e (if a solution exists).
2
Thus we an state the following theorem.
Proof:

i

i

i

i

Theorem 3.1

i

The algorithm in gure 2 solves the (error-free) labeled partial digest problem

in time O(n2 log n). Further the re onstru tion is unique (up to lateral inversion).

4 Tolerating Errors in Fragment Lengths
We analyze the toleran e of our restri tion mapping te hnique to errors in fragment lengths.
As pointed out earlier, a restri tion mapping algorithm has to deal with inexa t fragment
lengths due to gel ele trophoresis. In this se tion, we assume that a valid re onstru tion
always exists.
We use interval arithmeti in our algorithm to handle inexa t lengths [15℄. Suppose we
assume a given absolute error e. Then the inexa t length of a fragment lies in an interval
[f e; f + e℄, where f is the true length.. We would like to al ulate a bound on the error
whi h our te hnique an tolerate, while still giving unique re onstru tion.
Let  denote the minimum inter-site distan e, i.e., the minimum distan e separating two
su essive restri tion sites. We show that the te hnique is robust in tolerating an absolute
error up to e = 6 +2 , i.e., it re onstru ts the sites in the \same" relative ordering as in the
error-free ase.
Assumption. We rst give an algorithm for the ase when there are no symmetri (or
near-symmetri ) sites. That is, if = (x ; y ) and = (x ; y ) (x  y and x  y ) are any
two sites, then jx x j  . Later, we will dis uss how to handle the ase when there are
symmetri sites.
n
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set of all fragment lengths D (in luding the marked fragments), n
Ea h fragment length (given by experiment) has an absolute error e less than 6 +2 ,
where
 isanythetwominimum
distan =e. (x ; y ), jx x j  
Also, for
sites =inter-site
(x ; y ) and
(i.e., no symmetri or near symmetri sites).
Output: boolean values for ; 1  i  n 2 (0 means left end, 1 means right end)
1. Identify all the n 2 omplementary pairs of primary fragments from D , using lemma 4.1.
Remove them from D. (Now D ontains only se ondary fragments.)
2. Order the omplementary pairs = (x ; y ) by non-in reasing order of maxfx; y g.
3. Initialize the two endpoints as sites.
4. Initialize the interval set S0 = fg and edge set E0 = fg.
Initialize the bipartite graph G0 = (S0; D; E0).
5. for i = 1 to n 2 do
5.1. Let d be the distan e from the asymmetri site a
farthest from the enter, to its nearest endpoint.
Let boolean value z denote the end whi h is nearest to a .
5.2. Let = (x ; y ), where x  t=2.
5.3. Let s be the interval (y
d 3e; y d + 3e).
Let F be the set of edges between s and fragments that lie in the interval s.
(F an be empty.)
Let G be the bipartite graph (S 1 [ fsg; D; E 1 [ F ).
5.4. if G is onsistent then
=1 z
5.5. else ( should be pla ed on the other side)
=z
(Update the bipartite graph)
5.6. S = S 1 , E = E 1
5.7. for j = 1 to i 1 do
5.7.1. Let
= (x ; y ) be the j th site already pla ed.
5.7.2. if
= then
S = S [ f(jx
x j 3e; jx
x j + 3e)g.
5.7.3. else
S = S [ f(jy
x j 3e; jy
x j + 3e)g.
5.8. endfor
5.9. Update E to in lude all edges between (added) intervals and
fragments whose lengths lie in these intervals.
Input:
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6. endfor

Figure 4: Robust Labeled Partial Digest Algorithm
The robust labeled partial digest algorithm is given in gure 4. We will
now explain the ru ial steps of the algorithm. We will use the following notation: if length
is denoted by a primed variable then it represents the true length, otherwise it is inexa t.
The following lemma shows that we an identify omplementary primary fragments orre tly
when the absolute error is less than =6.

The Algorithm.

Let f1 and f2 be the lengths of two (labeled) primary fragments P1 and P2
respe tively and let t be length of the parent fragment P (all are inexa t fragment lengths

Lemma 4.1

9

given by experiment). Then P1 and P2 form a omplementary pair if and only if f1 + f2 lies
3
in the (open) interval (t 3
6 ; t + 6 ).

Let f10 ; f20 and t0 represent the true lengths of P1; P2 and P respe tively.
First, suppose P1 and P2 form a omplementary pair. Then f10 + f20 = t02. Sin e absolute
error for a fragment is less than =6, f1 + f2 lies in the interval (f10 + f20 63; f10 + f320 + 26 ).
Sin e t lies in the interval (t0 6 ; t0 + 6 ) it follows that f1 + f2 lies in (t 6 ; t 3+ 6 ). 3
Now we show the onverse. Suppose f1 + f2 lies in the (open) interval (t 6 ; t + 6 )
and suppose P1 and P2 do not form a omplementary pair, i.e., f10 + f20 6= t0. Hen e jt0
(f10 + f20 )j   (by virtue of the minimum inter-site distan e and by virtue of the above
assumption; note that3both fa ts are required). Sin e the absolute error is less than =6 we
have jt (f1 + f2)j  6 . Hen e f1 + f2 annot lie in (t 36 ; t + 36 ), a ontradi tion to our
assumption.
2
It an be easily shown that, under an absolute error less than =6, the omplementary
pairs are sorted in the same order (in step 2) as in the error-free ase. As before, Step 5
pro esses omplementary pairs in this order, determining the pla ing of the ith pair in the
ith round. In the error-free algorithm, re all that this determination required identifying
and removing from onsideration se ondary fragments between already pla ed sites. This
omputation is non-trivial now due to the presen e of errors; in parti ular, the se ondary
fragment orresponding to a parti ular pair of already pla ed sites annot be identi ed
uniquely any longer to due the presen e of fragments with almost equal lengths. To ta kle
this issue, we set up the following framework.
The Se ondary Fragment Mat hing Graph. Consider two omplementary pairs
=
(x ; y ) and = (x ; y ). There is a unique se ondary fragment whose endpoints are these
two sites. We say that this se ondary fragment is indu ed by these two sites. If and
are pla ed on opposite sides then this se ondary fragment has length jy0 x0 j and if
and are pla ed on the same side, then this se ondary fragment has length jx0 x0 j. If
the absolute error is bounded by e, then it is easily seen that the erroneous length of this
se ondary fragment lies in the interval (l 3e; l + 3e), where l = jy x j or l = jx x j,
depending on whi h of the two ases above o urs.
Suppose, we would like to remove from onsideration the se ondary fragment indu ed by
already pla ed sites ; . This fragment ould be any of the se ondary fragments having
length in the interval (l 3e; l + 3e). If there is more than one fragment (in D) whose
length lies in the above interval, we have to de ide whi h one to \assign" to this interval.
Committing any one of them might ause problems in pla ing future sites. In parti ular,
errors an add up. To avoid this, we don't ommit a fragment to one parti ular interval, but
maintain a set of fragments orresponding to di erent intervals. This is done by onstru ting
a bipartite graph for a given set of intervals.
Let S be a given set of intervals, ea h interval orresponding to a pair of sites. Let T
be the set of all se ondary fragments. Then the bipartite graph G = (S; T; E ) with edge set
E , is formed by onne ting a fragment in T to an interval in S if the fragment lies in that
interval.
The bipartite graph is used in impli itly assigning fragments to intervals. We all G to
be onsistent if there is a omplete mat hing of S on to T , i.e, all verti es in S must be
mat hed to a unique vertex in T . Clearly, if G is onsistent then ea h interval in the set S
has a unique fragment lying in it. It is also easy to see that if a valid re onstru tion exists
Proof:
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then the bipartite graph for the set S onsisting of all the 2 2 pairs of sites, should be
onsistent.
Before we prove our main lemma, we need an observation on overlapping intervals. Let
s (for any index i) be an interval orresponding to a pair of sites as des ribed above. Two
intervals overlap if the orresponding intervals on the real line overlap.
n

i

Let s1 ; s2 ; s3 ; : : : be a sequen e of su essive overlapping intervals, i.e., s1
overlaps with s2 , s2 with s3 , and so on. If the absolute error e is less than 6 +2 , then the
number of intervals in the overlapping sequen e an be at most n 1.
Observation 4.1

n

Suppose the number of intervals in the above sequen e is n (or larger, in whi h ase
onsider only the rst n intervals in the sequen e). We will derive a ontradi tion, as follows.
Consider any two intervals in the above sequen e, ea h interval orresponding to a pair
of sites. Consider the se ondary fragments indu ed by ea h pair of sites. We laim that
these two se ondary fragments annot be nested, i.e., one se ondary fragment annot appear
ompletely inside the other. It immediately follows that the number of intervals in the above
sequen e is at most n 1, a ontradi tion.
Suppose the above two se ondary fragments were nested. Then their real lengths would
di er by at least . The di eren e in their erroneous lengths would be at least  2e.
But sin e the erroneous lengths lie in two intervals in the above sequen e of n su essive
overlapping intervals, the di eren e in these erroneous lengths is less than 6en, whi h is less
than  2e, for e < 6 +2 . The laim follows. 2
The next lemma (analogous to lemma 3.1) shows the orre tness of pla ement of in
steps 5.4 and 5.5. It also follows from the lemma that is pla ed in the same relative
position as in the error-free ase.
Lemma 4.2 Let the absolute error be less than e = 6 +2 . Assume we are pro essing the
(ith) omplementary pair = (x ; y ) in step 5 of the algorithm of gure 4. Let d be de ned
Proof:

n
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n
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as in step 5.1. Let the bipartite graph G be de ned as in step 5.3. Then must be pla ed
near the right end if G is onsistent, otherwise it must be pla ed near the left end.
i

Proof: We assume by indu tion that the rst i 1 sites have been orre tly pla ed. The
base ase is easily shown to be true. We now show that the ith site is orre tly pla ed by
the de ision in step 5.4.
As before, we assume without loss of generality that a , the farthest asymmetri site
from the enter, is pla ed to the left. Let us tentatively pla e to the right. The graph G
in onsideration urrently has a vertex for ea h interval orresponding to a pair of already
pla ed sites (i.e., the rst i 1 sites along with pla ed tentatively to the right). If G is
in onsistent then learly the above tentative hoi e of pla ing on the right is not valid.
Therefore, sin e we are assuming that a valid re onstru tion exists, is pla ed to the left.
Next, suppose G is indeed onsistent. Then there must be a fragment of length, say M ,
uniquely assigned to the interval (y d 3e; y d +3e). We laim that must be pla ed
at the right end. Suppose this is not true, i.e., 's orre t pla ement is to the left. Then we
will onstru t a sequen e of su essive overlapping intervals with the following properties:
1. The rst interval in this sequen e is (y d 3e; y d + 3e).
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2. All intervals in the sequen e orrespond to pairs of already pla ed sites, so they are
represented by verti es in G and have unique fragments assigned to them.
3. The fragment M orresponding to the last interval in this sequen e must be realized
by a future site (i.e., one of the endpoints of this fragment must be either the site
pla ed to the left or one of the future sites to be pla ed).
From observation 4.1, it follows that M must have length at least
 > y d + 3e 
y d + 3e 6(n 1)e > y d + 3e 6(n 1)
6n + 2
We show a ontradi tion to this property using the fa t that M is realized by a future
site. Re all our assumption that the inter-site distan e is at least  and there are no nearsymmetri sites. It follows that any fragment realized by a future site (in parti ular M )
must have length at most y d  + 3e, a ontradi tion.
It remains to show how to onstru t the above sequen e of intervals when G is onsistent,
given that the orre t pla ement for is to the left. This is done as follows. The fragment
M must be realized by some pair of sites in the orre t solution. If this pair of sites does not
have a vertex orresponding to it in G, then M is realized by a pair of sites one of whi h is a
future site (i.e., one of the endpoints of this fragment must be either the site pla ed to the
left or one of the future sites to be pla ed); our sequen e onstru tion stops here in this ase.
Otherwise, if this pair of sites has a vertex orresponding to it in G, then the orresponding
interval is added to the above sequen e. Next, let M1 be the fragment assigned to this vertex.
M1 itself must be realized by some other pair of sites; we repeat the above argument with
this pair of sites. Note that su essive intervals in the resulting sequen e share a fragment
and are therefore overlapping.
2
The running time of the robust algorithm is dominated by step 5.4 in whi h we he k for
onsisten y by looking for a omplete bipartite mat hing in G. We note that in ea h iteration
of the for loop, we need to nd whether there exists an augmenting path whi h in ludes
the new interval added (s, in step 4.3). In iteration i, this an take at most O(i2n) time,
sin e there are at most O(i2n) edges in G (be ause by observation 4.1, ea h interval an have
at most n 1 fragment lengths lying in it and there are O(i2) intervals). Thus the overall
running time of the robust algorithm is O(n4).
Thus we state the following theorem.
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We are given an instan e of the labeled partial digest problem: 2 fragments
with ea h fragment having an absolute error less than 6 +2 , where  is the minimum intersite distan e. Further there are no symmetri or near symmetri sites, i.e., for two sites
= (x ; y ) and = (x ; y ), we have jx x j  . Then the robust labeled partial digest
algorithm of gure 4 an re onstru t the sites uniquely in O(n4 ) time.
Theorem 4.1
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Remarks on the Assumption. We now remark on the ase where there are nearsymmetri sites in the DNA. We note that we need only one \well-separated" asymmetri
site (site a = 1 in our analysis) for our results to hold. Thus we need only to assume that
1 is an asymmetri site, i.e., jx1 x2 j  . If there are very near symmetri sites (i.e., when
jx1 x2 j  2e) , it an be seen that our algorithm will ontinue to work orre tly (but for
near symmetri sites possibly getting ex hanged), as long as the site 1 is asymmetri . We
i
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an easily he k whether 1 is asymmetri by inspe ting the omplementary pairs of 1 and
2 . How an one ensure that site 1 is asymmetri ? An easy way is to \add" a fragment of
length at least  to the parent fragment and then do the digest. Of ourse, we have to take
are that the added fragment itself does not have any restri tion sites. Typi ally, the target
DNA (used for restri tion analysis) itself is part of a mu h larger DNA mole ule. Thus in
pra ti e, instead of \adding" fragments, the target DNA itself an be suitably ut to ensure
that 1 is asymmetri .
5 Experimental Results
Our error analysis in the previous se tion was a worst- ase analysis. To see how the algorithm
might perform in pra ti e we de ided to test our algorithm on a real DNA mole ule: the
ba teriophage  [12℄, a ommon loning vehi le with seven restri tion sites for the enzyme
HindIII. The distan e between adja ent sites on this mole ule are
f23130; 2027; 2322; 9416; 564; 125; 6557; 4361g
whi h leads to 36 following pairwise distan es:
125, 564, 689, 2027, 2322, 4349, 4361, 6557, 6682, 7246, 9416, 9980, 10105, 10918, 11043,
11607, 11738, 12302, 12427, 13765, 14329, 14454, 16662, 18984, 21011, 21023, 23130, 23345,
25157, 25372, 27479, 36895, 37459, 37584, 44141, 48502.
The omplementary pairs with their respe tive values are shown in gure 5.
omplementary pair value
(4271, 44231)
0
(10828, 37674)
0
(11043, 37549)
0
(11607, 36895)
0
(21023, 27479)
0
(23345, 25157)
0
(23130, 25372)
1
Figure 5: Restri tion sites for the enzyme HindIII on the ba teriophage  listed as omplementary pairs with their respe tive values.
As in [15℄ we perturbed the length of ea h of these fragments to simulate the e e ts of
experimental error on the performan e of our algorithm. Spe i ally to simulate a relative
error of r, ea h fragment of length f was repla ed with a random integer sele ted uniformly
from the interval [f:(1 r); f:(1+ r)℄. We used values of r ranging from 0% to 5%. Currently,
2% to 5% relative error is a hievable in the laboratory [12℄. The results using the algorithm
of gure 2 are given in gure 6. For this experiment we assume that all 36 fragment lengths
are given. A trial is a su ess if the re onstru ted sites agreed with the true (relative) lo ation
of the sites. For ea h value of r su ess per entage was omputed by doing 50 trials. The
re onstru tion time for all the trials was less than a se ond on a SUN Ultra 10 ma hine.
In [15℄ the idea of grouping fragments of almost similar lengths is used to redu e redundant
omputation at the ost of potentially missed solutions. The performan e of their method
13

rapidly deteriorates with de rease in grouping per entage. In our experiments, if more than
one fragment is present for a given interval x we hoose the "best" fragment for that interval
by using the rule : hoose the fragment of length l su h that jl xj is minimized.
r value su ess per entage
0.0% 100%
1.0% 98%
2.0% 96%
3.0% 94%
4.0% 91%
5.0% 87%
Figure 6: Simulation results on the ba teriophage  for di erent relative errors in fragment
lengths.
6 The De Novo Peptide Sequen ing Problem
Motivated by our new approa h to restri tion mapping, we present a simple and eÆ ient
algorithm for the de novo peptide sequen ing problem whi h arises in the problem of reonstru ting the amino a id (or the peptide) sequen e of a protein [4, 3℄. There are many
similarities between the peptide sequen ing problem and the labeled partial digest problem
whi h will be ome lear shortly.
The de novo peptide sequen ing problem is the re onstru tion of the peptide sequen e from
a given tandem mass spe tral data. We brie y des ribe the methodology and mention re ent
algorithms for the problem. More details an be found in [3℄.
To determine the amino a id (peptide) sequen e tandem mass spe trometry along with miro olumn liquid hromatography has been widely used as follows. A large number of
mole ules of the same but unknown peptide sequen e are separated from one or multiple
liquid hromatographers and a mass analyzer. Then they are fragmented and ionized by
ollision-indu ed disso iation and all the resulting ions are measured by the mass spe trometer for mass/ harge ratios. In the pro ess of disso iation, a peptide bond at a random
position is broken, and ea h mole ule is fragmented into two omplementary ions. The two
ions ( alled as pre x and suÆx hen eforth) are omplementary be ause joining them determines the original peptide sequen e. The disso iation pro ess yields all possible pre x and
suÆx subsequen es of the original peptide sequen e. For example, the disasso iation of a
peptide (R1 R2 R3) leads to the following pre x ions (also alled as b-ions): (R1)+,
(R1 R2)+ and (R1 R2 R3)+ and to the following suÆx ions (also alled as y-ions):
(R1 R2 R3)+, (R2 R3)+ and (R3)+. These ions display a spe trum from whi h their
masses an be al ulated. All the pre x (or suÆx) subsequen es form a sequen e ladder
where the mass di eren e between two adja ent b-ions (or y-ions) equals the mass of that
amino a id. However, the interpretation of the mass spe tros opy data has to take into
a ount the following two fa tors:
1. it is unknown whether a mass peak of some ion orresponds to a pre x or suÆx
sequen e;
14

2. some ions may be lost in experiments and the orresponding mass peaks disappear in
the spe trum.
Thus the de novo peptide sequen ing problem is given an input of a subset of pre x and suÆx
masses of a target peptide sequen e P (whose mass is known) we want a peptide sequen e
Q su h that a subset of its pre xes and suÆxes gives the same input masses.
As outlined in [3℄, an equivalent way of approa hing the problem is as follows. We are
given the mass W of a target peptide sequen e P , k ions I1; : : : ; I of P and the masses
w1 ; : : : ; w of these ions. For ea h ion I it is unknown whether it is a suÆx or a pre x
ion. It is useful to map ions to oordinates in a real line as follows. We reate two sites
(or oordinates), 0 and W 18, orresponding to zero mass and the total mass of all amino
a ids of P respe tively. Ea h ion I an orrespond to potentially two oordinates w 1 or
W w + 1 depending on whether it is a pre x or a suÆx ion. The sequen ing problem is
to simply pla e ea h of the ions in one of it's potential oordinates su h that the distan e
between any two sites adds up to mass of some amino a ids. In [3℄, a graph G = (V; E ) is
reated to solve the problem. The vertex set V is the set of all possible oordinates, in luding
the two end sites and an edge exists between sites if the distan e between them adds up to
the mass of some amino a ids. Thus, jV j = 2k + 2 and jE j an potentially be O(jV j2). The
paper gives rst an O(jV j2 ) algorithm to nd a feasible solution given G, using dynami
programming. Then they give a more sophisti ated O(jV j + jE j) algorithm. To onstru t G,
a mass array A is used. Given a mass m, 0 < m  h (where h is the maximum mass under
onstru tion, i.e., m  W 18), A[m℄ = 1 if and only if m equals the sum of some amino
a id masses. A an be pre omputed in time O(h=Æ) time (Theorem 2 in [3℄) where Æ is the
mass pre ision. Given A, G an be onstru ted in O(k2) time. Thus the best algorithm of
[3℄ takes O(k2) time to nd a solution to the sequen ing problem.
The algorithm and its analysis. We now outline an algorithm for the problem, whi h
is very similar to the one we gave for labeled partial digest. Our algorithm is simple and
straightforward and takes O(k log k) time, where k is the number of sites (i.e. mass peaks).
As in [3℄ we pre ompute the mass array A and use it to determine feasibility between sites,
but we don't onstru t G. Before we des ribe our algorithm it is instru tive to point out
its similarity with the error-free labeled partial digest algorithm ( gure 2). We also have
omplementary pairs (x ; y ) representing a site, where x = w 1 and y = W w + 1 are
the pre x and suÆx masses respe tively. However, in peptide sequen ing, , the feasibility
of distan es between sites are determined by the mass array A and not the presen e of
intermediate fragments as in partial digest.
The algorithm is given in gure 7. We seek an assignment of values to the boolean
variables whi h indi ates whether the mass peak orresponds to a pre x ( = 0) or a
suÆx ion ( = 1). For ease of notation, we assume that we are given a fun tion f whi h
takes as input two sites x and y and an orientation r ( an be either \same side" or \opposite
sides") and returns 1 if the distan e between the two sites is feasible in that orientation, and
zero otherwise. f simply uses the mass array A to determine feasibility. We also use the
term \ lash" to refer to infeasibility of pla ing two sites in a parti ular orientation.
We will now omment on a few ru ial steps of the algorithm. Step 4 pro esses all the
sites ex ept the last one. Assume that we are pro essing site i. Let 1; 2; : : : ; be the
most re ent maximal onse utive stret h of sites pla ed on the same side, and without loss of
generality we assume that it is on the right. Let 1; 2; : : : ;
be the most re ent
maximal onse utive stret h of sites pla ed on the left. That is, 1 = 2 =    = = 1
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and 1 =    =
= 0 and
1 = 1 if i j k 1 > 0. We always maintain the
invariant that
and
lash
when
pla ed on the same side i.e., the rst site of the
1
stret h on one side lashes with the last site of the stret h on the other side.
To pla e site i we rst he k to see whether it lashes with 1 when pla ed on the right,
i.e. when they are both on the same right side. If it does not, then we pla e it on the right.
(Note that, if does not lash with 1 then it does not lash with any other site pla ed on
the right.) This extends the right stret h to in lude . Otherwise, we pla e it on the left if
it does not lash with 1. Note that this begins a new stret h on the left. The invariant
is also maintained, i.e., , the start of the left stret h lashes with 1 the most re ent site
of the right stret h. On the other hand, if lashes with
1 also, then we pla e on
the right (i.e. = 1) and move some of the sites on the right to the left. That is, we move
the sites 1 : : : ; , where j 0 is the maximum integer su h that all of the above sites lash
with on the right. The invariant again holds. We laim that if j 0 = j , there is no solution.
The reason is, lashes with both 1 and whi h in turn mutually lash (be ause of
the invariant).
To pla e the last site , we do the following. As before, let 1; : : : ; be the maximal
stret h of sites on the right (w.l.o.g) and
be the stret h on the left. We
1; : : : ;
rst he k if lashes with
1 when pla ed on the left. We will rst assume that it
doesn't. Then, if does not lash with 1, we are done (step 4.1). But if it lashes with
to the left, where j 0 is the largest number that all of the above
1 , we move 1 ; : : : ;
don't
sites (pla ed on the right) lash with pla ed on the left. Now, if
1 and
lash (both of them pla ed on the left) then we are done. Otherwise, we laim that pla ing
annot
on the left is infeasible given
1 is on the left. This is be ause,
1 and
and must be on di erent sides and therefore, and
be on the same side,
1
must be on di erent sides. Thus, if we don't su eed pla ing on the left, it means that
and
1 annot be on the same side. So we now try pla ing them on opposite sides
with on the right. If lashes with
1 then learly there is no solution. Suppose it
doesn't. We now he k whether lashes with 1. If it doesn't then we are done (step
to the left, where j 0 is the largest number su h that
5.1). Otherwise, we move 1; : : : ;
all the above sites lash with pla ed on the right. We laim that j 0 < j , otherwise,
and
annot be on the same side,
and
1 annot be on the same side by the
invariant and and
1 also annot be on the same side, by our argument above. Now,
does not lash with
if
1 then we are done (step 5.2), else there is no solution. This
and
annot be on the same side,
is be ause and
1 annot be on the same
side and thus and
have
to
be
on
the
same
side,
whi
h
is
a
ontradi tion.
1
Running time. We assume, as mentioned earlier, that determining feasibility between a
pair of sites takes O(1) time sin e we have pre omputed the mass array A. Step 1 takes
O(k log k) time 2 due to sorting. Steps 3 and 4 an be implemented in O(k) time, by noting
that ea h site is handled at most twi e (on e when it is pla ed, and probably on e more if it
is to be moved to the other side). Thus, maintaining a ouple of pointers whi h move inward
starting from either ends, the total time taken for steps 3 and 4 is O(k).
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from the sequen ing algorithm.
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omplementary pairs. Thus

ompute the mass array

A.

However, for

larity,

set of n 2 sites (i.e. ea h mass peak as a omplementary pair (x ; y )) and the
fun tion f .
Output: boolean values for ; 3  i  n (0 means pre x i.e., left end , 1 means suÆx, i.e.,
right end ).
1 Order the sites = (x ; y ) by non-in reasing order of maxfx; y g.
2 Initialize the two endpoints as sites, i.e., 1 = 0 and 2 = 1
3 for i = 3 to n 1 do
3.1 Let
be the most re ent maximal onse utive
1; 2; : : : ;
set of sites pla ed on the right (without loss of generality) and
let 1; 2; : : : ;
be the maximal onse utive set of sites
pla ed on the left, where 100 j < i; k  1.
3.2 if f ( ;
1 ; \sameside ) = 1
(i.e., the distan e between and 1 is feasible when
is pla ed on the right)
= 1 (pla e it on the right)00
3.3 else if f ( ;
1; \sameside ) = 1
= 0 (pla e it on the left)
3.4 else
=1
Let j 0 < j be the largest index su h that all of
lash with on the right
1; : : : ;
Move0 1 ; : : : ; to the left (i.e., hange these values to 0)
(if j = j , there is no solution)
endfor
(to pla e the last site )
Let 1; 2; : : : ; be the most re ent maximal onse utive set of sites
pla ed on the right (w.l.o.g) and
let
be the maximal onse utive set of sites
1;
2; : : : ;
pla ed on the left, where 1 00 j < n, k  1.
4 if f ( ;
1; \sameside ) = 1 then
4.1 If f ( ;
1; \oppositeside00 ) = 1 then
= 0 ( does not lash with 1 as well as
1)
4.2 else
=0
where j 0 is the largest index su h that
Move 1; : : : ;
pla ed on the left
all of 1; : : : ; 00 lash with
annot be 0)
(if f ( ;
1; sameside00 ) = 0 then
5 else
=1
(if lashes with
there is no solution)
1 then
00
5.1 if f ( ;
;
\
sameside
)
=
1 then
=1 1
5.2 else
to the left, where j 0 is the largest index su h
Move 1; : : : ;
lash with 00 on the right
that all of 1; : : : ;
(if j 0 = j or f ( ;
1; \sameside ) = 0 then there is no solution)
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Figure 7: Algorithm for peptide sequen ing
7 Con lusion
We have presented a new te hnique for nding restri tion sites in a DNA mole ule. The
te hnique uses partial digest and an be easily implemented in the laboratory. We showed
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that this re onstru tion te hnique has many advantages in luding fast (O(n2 log n) worst
ase time) algorithm, besides giving a unique re onstru tion. It is also robust in dealing
with experimental errors
in fragment lengths. We showed that it an provably tolerate an
absolute error of O(  ) while still giving a unique re onstru tion.
Another important ontribution of the paper is a simple and eÆ ient algorithm for the
de novo peptide sequen ing problem. Our algorithm, motivated by the error-free labeled
partial digest algorithm, improves over the previous algorithm of Chen et. al [3℄ whi h uses
a more sophisti ated dynami programming based approa h.
We on lude with two important open problems in the partial digest approa h.
1. Suppose there are multiple opies of ea h fragment, i.e., di erent numbers of opies for
di erent fragment, then our algorithm as stated above does not work. (This also inludes the possibility of distan es being lost { missing fragments). This is an important
error whi h an ompli ate the re onstru tion pro ess. This onfusion usually arises
be ause fragments of approximately equal length are unlikely to be dis riminated on
the gel. Hen e, there arises un ertainty in the multipli ities of distan es.
2. We also would like to point out that the status of the partial digest problem is still
unresolved. It is strongly suspe ted that there is a polynomial time algorithm [14℄. We
have shown that there is one if we label both ends. It will be interesting if this idea
an be somehow extended to solve the unlabeled problem. The diÆ ulty lies in the
possible presen e of \spurious" omplementary pairs, i.e pairs of se ondary fragments
whose lengths add up to the parent fragment length.
n
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